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Hermann has developed the Psychosomatic Therapy Process into a training package 
designed to be accessible to every human being who recognizes that personal health, 
happiness and true self expression is their birthright. 

Marie utilises Psychosomatic Therapy extensively in private practice incorporating her 30 
years experience as a body worker, Master Practitioner of NLP & hypnotherapy to assist 
in clearing the subconscious mind & reconnect people to their Soul's essence. 

The Soul & Personality Profile is designed as a diagnostic tool for therapists, coaches, 
counselors, practitioners & individuals to apply to personal or professional frameworks to 
understand & evaluate clients & people at first contact. 
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Hermann & Marie have over 60 
years of combined experience 
in integrative health in the 
specialized areas of 
Psychosomatic Therapy, Face 
Reading, Bodymind 
Communication, Emotional 
Release Bodywork, Personality 
Profiling & Transformation 
Work in the field of Esoteric.
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How to find your Soul & Personality Rays, and corresponding number for the encoded directives and 
purpose that comes from the Date of Birth. 

Example 1 - birth date 11/6/1936 
1+1+6+1+9+3+6 = 27  / (2+7) = 9 Final or Primary is Soul’s Life path. 
27 =  2 & 7 are the Personality’s Life Path numbers. 
I will be living a 27/9 life path. 
Soul number is 9 and Personality numbers are 2 & 7. 

Example 2 - birth date 25/12/1936 
2+5+1+2+1+9+3+6 = 29 / (2+9) = 11 = 1 & 1 each digit is taken separately. 
Whenever there is a two-digit final number each number is taken separately for each carry their own 
vibration, energy & issues with them.
I will be living a 29/11 life path. 
Soul number is 1 & 1 and Personality numbers are 2 & 9. 

Example 3 - birth date 2/1/2000 
Example of when the personality number equals only one digit: 
2+1+2+0+0+0 = 5 
I will be living a 5/5 life path. 
Soul number is 5 and Personality number is 5 
*Many numbers in the new millennium may occur with single digits. 

Example 4 - birth date 28/12/1997 
2+8+1+2+1+9+9+7 = 39 / (3+9) = 12 = 1 & 2 each digit is taken separately 
Whenever there is a two-digit final number each number is taken separately for each carry their own 
vibration, energy & issues with them.
I will be living a 39/12 life path. 
Soul number is 1 & 2 and Personality numbers are 3 & 9. 

Chart 1: Soul & Personality Instruction Sheet 
Chart 2: Personality Rays & Number Chart
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Chart 1: Soul & Personality
Instruction Sheet
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How to find the encoded directives & purpose of your Personality Numbers 

1. Taking the Personality Numbers calculated on the 'Soul & Personality Instruction Sheet,' locate the 
correlating Personality Ray(s) & Energy Centre(s)  using this diagram below. 
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The seven Personality Rays are in each one of us, anchored in the corresponding parts of the body, 
with the issues related to those parts of the mental and emotional functions. The special directives of 
the personality numbers will activate responses by their particular vibration according to what the 
Soul has to work with, or work through. 

The Personality issues are the challenges created by core issues usually built-in during the imprint 
period; womb to seven years old. They come in as past life, or parents’ unresolved issues that the new 
child must take on because the parents were unable to clear them. This is part of the directives the 
personality must face. The Personality carries with it the additional challenges of world, country, 
regional, society, religious & genetic influences. 

 These are all foreign to the Higher Self. 'His form is now formed from so much of what he is not. 
Therefore the Soul and the Higher Self are engulfed by the world, with his own identity hidden deep 
within.' 



Chart 2: Personality Rays &
Number Chart 
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How to find the encoded directives & purpose of your Personality Numbers 

2. Taking the same Personality Numbers calculated on the 'Soul & Personality Instruction Sheet,' locate 
the correlating positive attributes & challenges using chart 2: Personality Rays & Number Chart below. 
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The Personality numbers are the key to work through to clear the path for the Soul to emerge. The 
modelling period gives the Higher Self the opportunity to understand this new life that is very different 
from the life  on earth that it remembers from its past incarnations. This clears the way for the Soul to 
commence its own Path and purpose 

Since the vibration of a number carries the positive attributes and challenges of that particular number, 
they will be the same in life experiences whether in the Personality or Soul Ray. When the same number 
comes as a Soul directive the energy will be more powerfully experienced. The personality, however, has 
to work through both sets of numbers to bring them into alignment with each other. 

The vibrations of the Soul number carries with it the energy and issues that are created by the colour and 
sound vibration of the Soul at the level of the Higher Self.  The Higher Self having received the directives 
and plan uses all its collective consciousness of its own knowledge from its past lives to create a body for 
this new life. This creates the unique quality of each person that is so different. Even though they have the 
same date of birth or final number, they do not have the same collective consciousness of the past lives of 
another. The environment and genetic material consigned to that Higher Self is also different. The 
resultant body of the Higher Self in being human is therefore quite different. The use of the energy and 
issues are experienced and expressed through the chakras or energy centres in the body very differently 
in each individual. This creates a unique identity for that particular Soul. 

The Rays of the Solar Logos, is the Creator of the planet and all life on it. The path the Soul must follow in 
each life originates with the Creator of the energy and how it is directed at Source, and then synthesized 
according to the needs through a series of hierarchical systems explained at length in Hermann's book 
'Guidance From the Masters.' 

How to find the encoded directives & purpose of your Soul Number 
1. Taking the Soul Number calculated on the 'Soul & Personality Instruction Sheet,' locate the correlating 
Soul Ray, Energy Centre & positive attributes/challenges using Chart 3: The Soul Rays. 

Chart 3: The Soul Rays 
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The Rays that light the path of the Soul 
1st Ray - Will - Blue 

2nd Ray - Love Wisdom - Yellow 
3rd Ray - Active Intelligence - Red 

1st & 2nd Ray of Synthesis - enhanced strength of will & greater sensitivity/expression of love with wisdom 
1st & 3rd Ray of Synthesis - enhanced strength of Will to take greater action with intelligence. 



Chart 3: The Soul Rays 
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Calculate the numbers from the birth date
Assess the Personality Numbers - Personality Ray, chakras & energy centre, energy & 
issues of the number,  positive attributes & challenges 
Assess the Soul Number - Soul Ray, chakras & energy centre, energy & issues of the 
number,  positive attributes & challenges 

'My gratitude is extended to thousands of my friends around the world, ‘the students of 
life,' who have walked the Psychosomatic Path with me. 

 
You have taught me along my journey, by your sincere and dedicated application of this 
psychosomatic process, that the power it has had within your own self has created the 
great changes you have yearned for, from life. I am aware that wherever you go your 

light will shine to brighten the world and those around you, so they may see their way 
with greater clarity. 

 
We are learning to acknowledge each other through the eyes of the Soul with patience, 

respect, compassion and love.' 
 

Hermann Müller

Soul & Personality Profile Sequence 

Further References 

Guidance From The Masters - Hermann Müller 
The Life you were born to Live - Dan Millman
Further Training - Certificate III in Psychosomatic Therapy 

Soul & Personality Profile 


